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Abstract 

Since 2021, the U.S. Office of the Director of National Intelligence has officially acknowledged 
the existence of Unidentified Anomalous Phenomena (UAP).  This recognition is reflected in its 10

annual reports and has been addressed by Congress through the National Defense Authorization 
Acts of both 2022 and 2023. In 2023, NASA's UAP Independent Study Team suggested new 
procedures for reporting UAPs, and a dedicated UAP Director of Research was appointed at 
NASA. Given this official acceptance of UAPs and the growing coverage in mainstream media, 
it is critical for medical and mental health professionals, as well as first responder agencies (such 
as law enforcement, fire, emergency medical services, health, and mental health organizations), 
to be prepared to address, investigate, and manage UAP incidents effectively. 

This white paper provides an initial guide for first responder agencies to develop and implement 
policies, procedures, and protocols specifically tailored for handling UAP sightings and 
encounters. These recommendations aim to improve public safety by establishing fundamental 
standards for responding to UAP incidents. It is vital that first responders are well-trained in 
UAP-related matters, especially as public interest grows and research in the field advances. 
Protecting public safety hinges on successful collaboration among local, state, and federal 
agencies, as well as the adept handling of public concerns and expectations in the aftermath of 
UAP incidents. 

1. Introduction 

A. Background 

 117th Congress, 2nd Session. (2022). ModificaIon of requirement for office to address unidenIfied anomalous 10

phenomena (Sec. 6802). Intelligence AuthorizaIon Act for Fiscal Year 2023 (S. 4503). Retrieved from hVps://
www.congress.gov/117/bills/s4503/BILLS-117s4503rs.pdf; 118th Congress, 1st Session. (2023). UnidenIfied 
Anomalous Phenomena Disclosure Act of 2023. NaIonal Defense AuthorizaIon Act FY 2024 (S. 2226, Amendment 
No. 797, pp. 2953-2959). Retrieved from hVps://www.congress.gov/118/crec/2023/07/13/169/120/
CREC-2023-07-13-pt1-PgS2476.pdf.

https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/s4503/BILLS-117s4503rs.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/s4503/BILLS-117s4503rs.pdf


In 2022, the U.S. government established the All-domain Anomaly Resolution Office (AARO). 
AARO's tasks include collecting UAP data, exploring scientific theories about UAP, studying 
any UAP-related health effects, and leading a whole-of-government approach to UAP.  11

On April 19, 2023, AARO Director Dr. Sean Kirkpatrick reported to Congress that AARO was 
investigating over 650 unresolved UAP cases.  12

On September 14, 2023, NASA’s UAP Independent Study Team (UAPIST) recommended that 
NASA conduct future UAP studies, and a NASA UAP Director of Research was appointed 
shortly thereafter. The UAPIST supported a proposal to utilize the NASA Aviation Safety 
Reporting System (ASRS) for centralized UAP reporting, and pointed out that the multitude of 
civilian reporting centers was hindering efforts to gain a clear understanding of UAP.  The 13

UAPIST also acknowledged that stigma hinders UAP reporting by witnesses.  

Long before these UAP initiatives by the U.S. government, there were documented health effects 
from UAP exposure. In 2010, a Defense Intelligence Reference Document titled “Anomalous 
Acute and Subacute Field Effects on Human Biological Tissues” described injuries from close 
encounters with unidentified vehicles.  These injuries were primarily due to electromagnetic 14

radiation affecting various body systems. Notable UAP incidents involving law enforcement with 
related health concerns have been documented since 1947, and selected case studies are set forth 
in Appendix “A”.  15

Despite historical cases and recent government acknowledgment of UAP, there are still no 
specific policies or procedures in place for first responders, medical, or mental health 
professionals to address UAP incidents. Developing standardized health and mental health 
protocols for first responders is essential due to the significant health risks associated with UAP 
exposure. Current health frameworks lack specific measures to address the physical and mental 

 U.S. Senate. (2021). Rubio, Gillibrand, Gallego Applaud Inclusion of UnidenIfied Aerial Phenomena Amendment 11

in NaIonal Defense Bill. Retrieved from hVps://www.rubio.senate.gov

 U.S. Senate CommiVee on Armed Services. (2023). UAP Briefing. Retrieved from hVps://www.armed-12

services.senate.gov

 Snow, M., PlaVe, J., GuIerrez, J-M., Roe, T., & Graves, R. (2023). RecommendaIons to Improve AcquisiIon and 13

Management of AviaIon-Related UAP Data. NaIonal AviaIon ReporIng Center on Anomalous Phenomena. (2023). 
FAA ReporIng RecommendaIon. Presented at the American InsItute of AeronauIcs and AstronauIcs AV23 
Conference, June 14. Retrieved from hVps://www.narcap.org/faa-reporIng-recommendaIon.

 Anomalous Acute and Subacute Field Effeds on Human Biological Tissues (DIRD: Defense Intelligence Reference 14

Document/AcquisiIon Threat Support) Marf 11, 2010, with an ICOD date of December 1, 2009. Retrieved from 
hVps://www.dia.mil/FOIA/FOIA-Eledronic-Reading-Room/FileId/170026/

 UFOB|Your UFO Library. (2023). Playlist Number 17, UFOs & Police. Retrieved from hVps://www.youtube.com15

https://www.rubio.senate.gov/rubio-gillibrand-gallego-applaud-inclusion-of-unidentified-aerial-phenomena-amendment-in-national-defense-bill/
https://www.dia.mil/FOIA/FOIA-Electronic-Reading-Room/FileId/170026/
https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/23-31_04-19-2023.pdf
https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/23-31_04-19-2023.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEoKNyyu6JR9NjjE_lxvA4s-ZMl4Krlt1


impact of UAP experiences, highlighting the need for both immediate and long-term care 
medical and mental health provisions in first responder response policies for UAP incidents. 

B. First Responder Policies 

Decades of reports of alleged UAP sightings and encounters present challenges for first 
responder agencies, with their duty to secure public safety and maintain public trust, and indicate 
an urgency for preparedness that is shared by multiple federal agencies and Congress.   

The Fire Officer’s Guide to Disaster,  in a section titled, “The UFO Threat – A Fact,” states that 16

“any comprehensive disaster plan should address the potential for panic and other deleterious 
effects that might befall a populated area when unexplainable phenomena occur…widespread 
blackouts, communication disruptions, and other potentially disastrous conditions have been 
linked directly to UFO sightings.” The authors also discuss hazards of UAP exposure, including 
powerful electrical fields, electricity blackouts, disruption of air and ground travel, malfunction 
of aircraft systems and vehicle functioning, disruption of communications and communication 
equipment, physiological and psychological effects, and public panic.  

Following the tragedies of the 9/11 terror attacks, a national network of Fusion Centers was 
created to help facilitate collaboration among federal, state, local, tribal and territorial entities, 
which enabled intelligence information sharing, analysis, training, and prevention and response 
measures for potential threats to the nation.  The use of Fusion Centers would be an ideal 17

approach to address the lack of training, policies, procedures, and coordination of response to 
UAP incidents among law enforcement and other relevant agencies and resolve the public safety 
concerns presented by UAP.   

2. Challenges Faced by First Responders 

● Lack of standard protocols: There is no universally accepted approach to UAP incidents, 
including safety protocols for potential exposure to radiation and other risk factors. 

● Public perception and stigma: UAP incidents can be controversial and potentially 
stigmatizing, which can destroy the integrity of UAP investigations and contribute to incident-
related trauma for those involved. 

● Evidence collection: The transient nature of UAP incidents, and oftentimes the dearth of 
physical evidence, can hinder investigations. 

3. Recommendations 

 Kramer, W., & Bahme, C. (1992). The Fire Officer’s Guide to Disaster Control. Retrieved from hVps://16

documents.theblackvault.com/documents/ufos/fireofficersufoguide.pdf, at 458-459.

 U.S. Department of Homeland Security. (n.d.). NaIonal Network of Fusion Centers Fact Sheet. Retrieved October 17

27, 2023 from hVps://www.dhs.gov/naIonal-network-fusion-centers-fact-sheet

https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/ufos/fireofficersufoguide.pdf
https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/ufos/fireofficersufoguide.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/national-network-fusion-centers-fact-sheet


3.1 Establish Protocols 

● 3.1.1 Develop a standardized reporting process for UAP incidents to ensure uniform data 
collection across local, state, and federal agencies and their respective emergency management 
systems. 

● 3.1.2 Develop and coordinate specialized UAP response training and information sharing 
among State Fusion Centers and specialized units or teams within first responder agencies. 

● 3.1.3 Develop mental health and medical screening for injuries of all individuals involved 
in or exposed to UAP incidents. 

● 3.1.4 Regularly review and update UAP protocols based on emerging knowledge, 
technology and best practices. 

3.2 Training and Public Awareness 

● 3.2.1 Provide first responders with specific training on the nature of UAPs, the status of 
existing research, and best practices for response. 

● 3.2.2 Provide first responders with specific training on mental health and medical 
screening for injuries of individuals involved in or exposed to UAP incidents. 

● 3.2.3 Develop public awareness campaigns to encourage the reporting of UAP sightings 
and encounters without fear of ridicule or stigma. 

3.3 Collaboration 

● 3.3.1 Collaborate with other first responder agencies, both domestically and 
internationally, to share UAP data and insights. 

● 3.3.2 Establish ties with scientific and research communities specializing in the study of 
UAP for consultation and expert advice relevant to first responders. 

3.4 Evidence Collection and Analysis 

● 3.4.1 Establish standard guidelines for collecting evidence in UAP incidents, including 
witness testimony, physical evidence, and electronic data. 

● 3.4.2 Utilize advanced forensic methods to analyze any retrieved evidence. 

● 3.4.3 Preserve all evidence related to UAP incidents in a dedicated facility to prevent 
contamination. 

3.5 Manage Public Concerns and Expectations 



● 3.5.1 Maintain transparency with the public about the existence of safety protocols 
related to UAPs. 

● 3.5.2 Ensure confidentiality for UAP witnesses to encourage open communication and 
reporting. 

● 3.5.3 Address general public concerns about UAP incidents and respond to specific 
queries promptly and effectively. 

4. Conclusion 

As American society struggles to accept the reality of UAP incidents despite official U.S. 
government acknowledgment thereof, it is critical for first responder agencies to address these 
incidents with rigor, openness, and professionalism. Developing comprehensive policies, 
procedures, and protocols will not only safeguard the public trust, but also ensure a systematic 
and effective approach to understanding and managing UAP incidents. 



APPENDIX A: SELECTED CASE STUDIES 

   Case Study 1: Police Response to the 1947 Roswell, New Mexico UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

One of the most famous UAP incidents in history, the 1947 Roswell incident has been the subject 
of many investigations. At the core of this case is the initial response of local authorities, 
followed by the military's involvement and subsequent explanations.  
Event DescripBon: 

In early July 1947, rancher Mac Brazel discovered unusual debris on his property near Roswell, 
New Mexico. The debris included metallic rods, chunks of plastic-like material, and unusual 
parchment. Given the mysterious nature of the findings, Brazel contacted the local sheriff. 
Police Response: 

1. IniBal Contact: Brazel first reported his findings to the Chaves County Sheriff, George 
Wilcox. 

2. Transfer to Military: Recognizing the unusual nature of the debris and perhaps suspecting 
it was related to military activity, Sheriff Wilcox contacted the nearby Roswell Army Air 
Field (RAAF). The base sent intelligence officer Major Jesse Marcel to investigate. 

3. CollecBon of Debris: Major Marcel, accompanied by a fellow officer, visited the ranch 
and collected some of the debris, taking it back to RAAF. 

Subsequent Developments and RevelaBons: 

1. IniBal Public Statement: On July 8, RAAF's public information officer issued a press 
release stating that a "flying disk" had been recovered. This statement led to significant 
media attention, with the Roswell incident quickly gaining national prominence. 

2. Revised Statement and Display: Within a day, higher military authorities intervened. The 
debris was flown to Fort Worth Army Air Field in Texas. Here, Brig. Gen. Roger Ramey 
held a press conference, during which a revised statement was issued, explaining the 
debris as being from a weather balloon. Debris from a weather balloon was displayed to 
the press. 

3. Further InvesBgaBons: Over the years, interest in the Roswell incident did not wane. 
Several investigations were conducted, with different conclusions ranging from 
experimental aircraft to "Project Mogul" – a classified operation involving high-altitude 
balloons meant to detect nuclear tests. 

4. Witness Accounts: Over the years, various individuals claimed to have knowledge about 
the incident, asserting that the debris was non-human in origin and that the military's 
explanation was a cover-up.  



5. Official ExplanaBons: Over the years, the U.S. military and government have issued 
multiple reports and explanations about the prosaic nature of the Roswell incident. In the 
1990s, two Air Force reports were published, detailing the terrestrial sources of the 
Roswell debris and dismissing the claims of non-human biological recoveries. 

Conclusions: 

The Roswell incident, given its historical significance and the multitude of theories surrounding 
it, highlights the challenges faced by local first responders when confronted with potential non-
human intelligence contact. The rapid escalation from a local discovery to a matter of 
international interest exemplifies the potential complexities of such incidents.  

Case Study 2: Police Response to the 1959 Redmond, Oregon UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

On September 24, 1959, in Redmond, Oregon, a significant UAP sighting took place that drew 
immediate attention from local police and subsequently from the U.S. Air Force. The event 
stands out due to the nature of the sighting, the credibility of the witnesses, and the subsequent 
investigations. 
Event DescripBon: 

In the early hours of the morning, at approximately 5 am, Redmond Police Officer Robert 
Dickerson was on patrol when he noticed a bright light in the sky. On closer observation, he 
identified it as a large, round object emitting a strong orange and red light. It appeared to be 
descending, casting an intense glow over the area, prompting Officer Dickerson to alert the local 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) tower. 

Employees at the tower, including Ms. Laverne Wertz, also witnessed the object. The object was 
described by witnesses as making a hissing sound and noted that it momentarily interfered with 
their communication systems. 
Police Response: 

1. Immediate AcBon: Officer Dickerson promptly reported the sighting to the local police 
station. The police treated the sighting seriously, given the credibility of the witnesses. 

2. CollaboraBon with FAA: The local police and the FAA tower communicated about the 
sighting to cross-verify details and consolidate observations. The FAA confirmed the 
sighting and reported no scheduled flights or test events that could explain the object. 

3. Securing the Area: The police attempted to approach the site beneath the object's 
perceived location, but the UAP reportedly ascended rapidly when Dickerson approached 
it in his police vehicle. 

4. DocumenBng Evidence: Officer Dickerson and FAA staff documented their observations, 
including the object's appearance, sound, behavior, and the electronic interference at the 
FAA tower. 



ARermath and Other Agencies' Involvement: 

1. U.S. Air Force InvesBgaBon: Soon after the incident was reported, Project Bluebook, the 
U.S. Air Force’s official UAP investigative body, initiated an investigation. 

2. Local Media and Public ReacBon: News of the sighting spread through the town and was 
picked up by local media. Given the number of credible witnesses, including a police 
officer and FAA employees, the story garnered considerable attention. 

3. Project Blue Book Conclusion: The official explanation from the Air Force was that the 
witnesses had seen a natural phenomenon, specifically an especially bright Venus. 
However, this explanation was not universally accepted, with many pointing out 
discrepancies between the behavior of the planet and the observed object. 

Conclusions: 

The 1959 Redmond UAP incident remains one of the notable UAP reports, primarily because of 
the credibility of its witnesses and the subsequent investigation by the Air Force.  

   Case Study 3: Police Response to the 1964 Socorro, New Mexico UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

On April 24, 1964, Lonnie Zamora, a police officer in Socorro, New Mexico, reported an 
encounter with an unidentified object and multiple beings.  
Event DescripBon: 

Officer Lonnie Zamora was in pursuit of a speeding car when he heard a loud noise and saw a 
flame in the sky. Thinking it might be an explosion, Zamora broke off the chase and drove 
towards the location of the sound. Upon reaching the area, he claimed to have seen a shiny, oval-
shaped object with two humanoid figures standing nearby. When he approached, the beings 
quickly went inside the object, which soon took off, leaving burned vegetation and landing 
marks behind. 
Police Response: 

1. Immediate InvesBgaBon: After the encounter, Zamora immediately reported the incident 
to his superiors. Sergeant Sam Chavez accompanied Zamora back to the site where they 
both observed indentations in the ground and charred bushes. 

2. CollaboraBon with Other Agencies: Given the unusual nature of the incident, other 
agencies were quickly informed, including the Army, FBI, and the Air Force's Project 
Blue Book. 

3. Evidence CollecBon: Physical evidence was gathered from the site, including the landing 
marks and charred vegetation. Samples were taken for further analysis. 

4. Witness VerificaBon: Apart from Zamora, other witnesses from Socorro and nearby areas 
reported seeing an oval-shaped object or a bluish flame in the sky around the same time. 
Their testimonies added more weight to Zamora's account. 



5. Official Statements: The police department, while acknowledging the incident, refrained 
from making conclusive statements about the nature of the event. Zamora's reputation as 
a dependable and serious officer added credibility to his claims. 

ARermath and Public ReacBon: 

1. Media A]enBon: The Socorro incident received significant media attention, with 
newspapers and TV networks covering the story nationally. 

2. Public SpeculaBon: As with many UAP sightings, the public was divided. Some believed 
Zamora's account, speculating non-human intelligence visitation, while skeptics proposed 
hoaxes to misidentifications of natural phenomena or secret military projects. 

3. Project Blue Book's Conclusion: The Air Force's investigation through Project Blue Book 
categorized the Socorro incident as "unidentified." While they found Zamora to be a 
reliable witness, they could not determine the exact nature of the object he observed. 

4. Legacy: The Socorro sighting remains a compelling incident, given the fact that a law 
enforcement officer reported it, combined with physical evidence at the scene. 

Conclusions: 

The police response to the 1964 Socorro UAP incident was swift, collaborative, and 
comprehensive. The involvement of multiple agencies underscored the seriousness with which 
the event was treated. Yet, despite the thorough investigation, the incident remains unexplained, 
serving as a reminder of the challenges in addressing and understanding first responder contact 
with UAP. 

       Case Study 4: Police Response to the 1965 Exeter, New Hampshire UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The UAP incident which occurred on September 3, 1965, in Exeter, New Hampshire, is among 
the most well-documented and intriguing sightings in the United States. The credibility of the 
witnesses, coupled with the thorough police response, makes it a compelling incident. 
Event DescripBon: 

In the early morning hours, 18-year-old Norman Muscarello was hitchhiking on his way home 
when he observed a group of five bright red lights over a house near the Kensington-Exeter 
border. These lights moved in a unique manner, sometimes hovering, and other times silently 
gliding across the night sky. Terrified, Muscarello rushed to the Exeter Police Station to report 
the sighting. 
Police Response: 

1. Immediate InvesBgaBon: Taking Muscarello's account seriously, Patrolman Eugene 
Bertrand Jr. decided to investigate. On their way, they encountered another witness, an 
officer named David Hunt, who had also seen the strange lights. 

2. On-Site ObservaBon: Upon reaching the area where Muscarello initially observed the 
lights, both he and Bertrand witnessed the object, described as a large, silent, dark 



silhouette with pulsating red lights. The object reportedly illuminated the entire field and 
frightened nearby animals, causing them to make a commotion. 

3. Further DocumentaBon: The police officers took detailed accounts from Muscarello and 
other witnesses who reported seeing a similar phenomenon around the same time. These 
testimonies were documented with specific details about the time, location, and nature of 
the sighting. 

4. CollaboraBon with Nearby Air Force Base: The Exeter police consulted the nearby Pease 
Air Force Base to determine if any aircraft were in the vicinity during the reported times. 
The base reported no known aircraft activity that could account for the sightings. 

ARermath and Further Inquiries: 

1. Media A]enBon: The event attracted significant media coverage, with local newspapers 
running detailed stories about the sighting. The credibility of the police officers as 
witnesses played a significant role in amplifying the incident's prominence. 

2. Air Force InvesBgaBon: Project Blue Book conducted an investigation into the Exeter 
incident. While they initially speculated that the sightings might be due to refractions 
from the planet Jupiter, this explanation was later deemed unsatisfactory due to the 
descriptions of the object's movements and the atmospheric conditions at that time. 

3. Public Interest: The Exeter incident spurred a surge in public interest, leading to 
numerous UAP reports in the region in the following days and weeks.  

Conclusions: 

The 1965 Exeter UAP incident remains one of the most compelling UAP incidents due to the 
credibility of its police witnesses and response.  

   Case Study 5: Police Response to the 1966 Portage County Ohio UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

On April 17, 1966, police officers in Portage County, Ohio, engaged in a high-speed pursuit of an 
UAP. The event spanned multiple jurisdictions and became one of the most publicized UAP 
police vehicle chases in American history.  
Event DescripBon: 

At approximately 5:00 am, Deputy Sheriff Dale Spaur and Mounted Deputy Wilbur "Barney" 
Neff of the Portage County Sheriff's Department saw a bright, disc-shaped object rise from 
behind trees near Ravenna, Ohio. The object had a bright, continuous light illuminating from it. 

Police Response: 

1. IniBal ReacBon: Recognizing the object as unidentifiable and not any conventional 
aircraft, Deputy Spaur reported the sighting over the police radio. 



2. Pursuit: The deputies began to chase the object, which maintained a consistent distance 
from them. Speeds during the pursuit were reported to have reached up to 100 mph. 
Throughout the chase, the object's altitude varied but remained clearly visible to the 
officers. 

3. Cross-JurisdicBonal Engagement: The chase covered a distance of 86 miles, moving 
from Ohio into Pennsylvania. Along the way, other police departments got involved, 
either by joining the pursuit or by spotting the object from their locations. Among those 
involved was Police Chief Gerald Buchert of Mantua, who photographed the object. 

4. End of Pursuit: After about 30 minutes, Deputy Spaur's vehicle began to overheat, 
forcing him to stop the pursuit near Freedom, Pennsylvania. By this time, the object had 
been clearly visible to multiple law enforcement officers across different departments and 
jurisdictions. 

5. Official Reports: The officers involved provided detailed accounts of their observations, 
including sketches and descriptions of the object’s movements, size, shape, and 
luminance. 

ARermath and Further InvesBgaBons: 

1. Media Coverage: The incident was widely reported in local and national media, drawing 
significant public attention due to the credibility of law enforcement officers as witnesses. 

2. U.S. Air Force Involvement: Project Bluebook investigated the incident. Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek, a scientific advisor to the project, initially suggested that the officers might have 
been chasing the planet Venus. However, this explanation was met with criticism, as 
Venus would have been barely visible on the horizon at that time, and the described 
maneuvers and appearance of the UAP didn't match a celestial body. 

3. Impact on Officers: Deputy Spaur faced significant media attention and public scrutiny, 
leading to personal and professional turmoil in the aftermath.  

Conclusions: 

The 1966 Portage County UAP incident stands as a testament to the challenges faced by law 
enforcement in handling and reporting UAP incidents. The police response, characterized by 
immediate action, cross-jurisdictional collaboration, and detailed documentation, demonstrated a 
commitment to duty and public safety. However, the subsequent skepticism and challenges faced 
by the officers involved highlight the broader societal challenges in addressing UAP. 

Case Study 6: Police Response to the 1967 Ashland, Nebraska UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The 1967 Ashland, Nebraska UAP incident stands out due to the intimate involvement of a law 
enforcement officer.  
Event DescripBon: 



On the night of December 3, 1967, Herbert Schirmer, a 22-year-old patrolman, encountered a 
UAP while on duty in Ashland, Nebraska. As per Schirmer's account, he came across a strange, 
otherworldly craft hovering above the road. 
Police Response: 

1. IniBal Contact: Schirmer approached what he believed to be a broken-down truck, given 
the flashing red lights he initially observed. As he drew nearer, it became evident that the 
object was unlike any conventional vehicle. 

2. CraR ExaminaBon: The craft, as described by Schirmer, was elongated and made a 
distinct buzzing noise. He noted details like a white, fluorescent glow, a type of "hatch," 
and peculiar insignias or designs on the object's side. 

3. Unexplained Time Loss: After the craft rose and departed at a rapid speed, Schirmer felt a 
sense of disorientation. He noted that although he felt he had been observing the craft for 
10 minutes, a significant chunk of time – roughly an additional 20 minutes – was 
unaccounted for. 

4. Official Report: Returning to the police station, Schirmer documented his encounter in 
the official police log, notably writing, "Saw a flying saucer at the junction." 

Further InvesBgaBons and RevelaBons: 

1. Physical Symptoms: In the days following the incident, Schirmer experienced various 
physical ailments, including headaches, a ringing in his ears, and a red welt on his neck. 

2. HypnoBc Regression: Due to the unexplained time loss and his symptoms, Schirmer 
underwent hypnotic regression. During this session, he described humanoid beings with a 
slightly reptilian appearance. These beings allegedly communicated with Schirmer, 
explaining some of their mission and revealing they had been observing Earth. 

3. Public Disclosure: Schirmer's story reached the public, leading to a surge in interest. 
While many were skeptical, the officer's earnestness and the detailed nature of his 
account intrigued UAP researchers. 

4. Conduit's InvesBgaBon: The Condon Committee, a University of Colorado group 
studying UAPs for the U.S. Air Force, interviewed Schirmer. They concluded that 
Schirmer believed his account but suggested that the event was a result of a psychological 
condition or hallucination. 

Conclusions: 

The 1967 Ashland, Nebraska UAP incident is a compelling incident highlighting the challenges 
by law enforcement when dealing with UAP.  

              



             Case Study 7: Police Response to the 1968 Vashon Island, Washington UAP  
             Incident 

Introduction: 

The 1968 Vashon Island UAP incident stands out due to its physical evidence and the 
involvement of local law enforcement. 

Event Description: 

On the night of February 19th, 1968, residents of Vashon and Maury Island in Washington's 
Puget Sound reported observing unexplained aerial phenomena. These included bright, pulsating 
lights and objects that maneuvered in ways inconsistent with known aircraft.  

Police Response: 

1. Initial Reports: As sightings became frequent, concerned citizens began contacting local 
authorities. The Kings County, Washington Sheriff's Department received multiple 
reports about these anomalous lights. Kings County Washington Sheriff’s Department 
Detective Lieutenant Terry Allman was dispatched to an old gravel pit to investigate. 

2. Evidence Collection: Among the most compelling aspects of the Vashon Island incident 
were reports of almost two inches of ice on a lake linked to the UAP sightings despite the 
outside temperature of 50 degrees. Responding to these claims, Lieutenant Allman 
observed “milky and bubbly” ice over much of the lake despite the outside temperature 
being too warm to support the formation of multiple inches of ice there. This ice was 
associated with the activities of a recent UFO sighting at that location.  

3. Witness Interviews: Given the recurring nature of the sightings, the Sheriff's Department 
took formal statements from various witnesses, documenting the times, dates, and 
specific details of each observation. 

Conclusions: 

The 1968 Vashon Island / Puget Sound Washington UAP incident offers a cogent example of the 
challenges faced by local law enforcement when responding to calls for assistance to UAP.  

      Case Study 8: Police Response to the 1973 Los Angeles California UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The 1973 UAP sighting involving LAPD officers Charles Smith and Stanley Wyncoop stands as 
a compelling incident, primarily due to the credibility of the witnesses, two on-duty police 
officers.  
Event DescripBon: 

On November 5, 1973, LAPD Officers Charles Smith and Stanley Wyncoop were on routine 
patrol when they noticed a strange object hovering in the night sky. The object, described as an 
elongated, brightly lit structure with rotating lights, remained stationary for several minutes. 



Police Response: 

1. Immediate ReporBng: The officers promptly reported the sighting to their dispatch 
center, ensuring that the event was documented in real-time. 

2. On-Site ObservaBons: Officers Smith and Wyncoop observed the object for 
approximately three minutes. They noted that it emitted no sound and remained 
stationary, contrasting the behavior of conventional aircraft. 

3. Backup Arrivals: As they were observing, other officers arrived at the scene, confirming 
the presence of the UAP. Their joint testimonies provided a consistent description of the 
event. 

4. Efforts to Document: Understanding the extraordinary nature of the sighting, the officers 
took a photo of the UAP, attempting to generate as much evidence as possible. 

5. Official ReporBng: Both officers filed an official report about the sighting, emphasizing 
the unusual behavior and appearance of the object. 

Subsequent Developments and RevelaBons: 

1. Media Coverage: Given the fact that on-duty police officers reported the sighting, the 
event garnered significant local media attention. The officers were interviewed, providing 
their detailed accounts to the public. 

2. SkepBcism and Theories: As with most UAP sightings, several theories emerged to 
explain the event. These ranged from experimental aircraft to optical illusions. However, 
given the consistency in the officers' accounts and the corroboration from multiple law 
enforcement personnel, debunking the incident was challenging. 

3. Impact on the Involved Officers: The event had a significant impact on both Smith and 
Wyncoop. They faced a mix of intrigue, support, and skepticism from both within and 
outside the LAPD. Despite the challenges, both officers stood firm in their accounts. 

Conclusions: 

The 1973 LAPD UAP incident provides a compelling example of the complexities faced by law 
enforcement when confronted with UAP.  

  Case Study 9: Police Response to the 1976 Elmwood, Wisconsin UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The 1976 Elmwood, Wisconsin UAP incident involving police officer George Wheeler remains 
one of the more compelling cases due to its direct involvement of a law enforcement officer and 
subsequent investigations.  
Event DescripBon: 

In April 1976, George Wheeler, a police officer in Elmwood, Wisconsin, reported an encounter 
with a UAP. Wheeler described the object as a bright, fiery object that he initially mistook for a 



plane about to crash. He proceeded to chase the object in his patrol car, even experiencing engine 
trouble during the pursuit. 
Police Response: 

1. Immediate InvesBgaBon: After his encounter, Wheeler immediately reported the incident 
to the Dunn County Sheriff's Department. His patrol car reportedly showed signs of being 
exposed to high heat, including a warped spotlight and antennae. 

2. Physical Symptoms: After the encounter, Wheeler experienced physical symptoms like 
redness in his face, as though he had suffered a burn, further indicating possible exposure 
to intense heat or radiation. 

3. CorroboraBng Witnesses: George Wheeler wasn't the only one to report the sighting. 
Several Elmwood residents also reported seeing a bright object in the sky around the 
same time. 

4. Media Engagement: Given the profound nature of the event and its credible witness (a 
police officer), it drew significant media attention. Wheeler provided details of his 
encounter with various media outlets. 

5. Official Stance: While Wheeler was convinced of the extraordinary nature of his 
encounter, the official stance remained non-committal. The incident was recorded, but no 
formal explanation was provided. 

Subsequent Developments and RevelaBons: 

1. Impact on Officer Wheeler: The incident profoundly impacted Wheeler. He maintained 
his stance on what he witnessed, despite facing skepticism and ridicule from some 
quarters. His death shortly after the incident due to an unexplained illness reflects the 
potential dangers posed to first responders by exposure to UAP. 

Conclusions: 

The Elmwood Wisconsin UAP incident underscores the dangers faced by law enforcement 
officers when they encounter UAP. Officer Wheeler's credibility as a witness, combined with 
physical evidence and corroborating testimonies, makes this a compelling UAP incident.  

             Case Study 10: Police Response to the 1979 Marshall County Minnesota UAP  
             Incident 

Introduction: 

The 1979 Marshall County Minnesota incident is a well-documented UAP incident, primarily 
due to the involvement of a law enforcement officer and the physical evidence left behind.  

Event Description: 

In the early hours of August 27, 1979, Deputy Sheriff Val Johnson of the Marshall County 
Sheriff's Department had a close encounter with a mysterious, brightly lit object while on patrol 
near Stephen, Minnesota. The event resulted in damage to his patrol car and personal injuries, 
including temporary blindness and burn-like marks. 



Police Response: 

1. Immediate Aftermath: After the encounter, Johnson radioed the dispatcher to report the 
incident, noting that his car had collided with something, but he wasn't sure what. Given 
the unusual nature of his report, officers were immediately dispatched to his location. 

2. Physical Evidence: Johnson's patrol car exhibited several anomalies: 
o The windshield was shattered, though the pattern of damage was atypical for 

standard impact. 
o One of the car's headlights was damaged. 
o The car's electric clock and Johnson's wristwatch both stopped for 14 minutes. 
o An antenna on the car was bent at a strange angle. 

3. Medical Examination: Johnson was taken to a local hospital. Apart from his eyes being 
irritated, akin to welder's burns, he was in good health. However, he had no clear memory 
of the few moments leading up to the incident. 

4. Investigation and Documentation: Given the bizarre nature of the incident, the Marshall 
County Sheriff's Department thoroughly investigated the scene. The damaged patrol car 
became a point of interest, drawing attention from both local residents and the media. 

5. Engagement with External Agencies: Given the scope of the incident, external 
organizations, including the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS), got involved. The car was 
examined, photographs were taken, and various tests were conducted to ascertain the 
cause of the damage. 

Subsequent Developments and Revelations: 

1. Public and Media Attention: News of the incident spread, and it quickly garnered 
significant media attention. Officer Johnson was interviewed multiple times, with his 
genuine and straightforward demeanor lending credibility to his account. 

2. Professional Opinions: The police vehicle’s damage puzzled experts. While some 
believed it could result from a collision with an animal or another vehicle, the nature and 
pattern of the damage, combined with Johnson's account, didn't align with such 
explanations. 

Conclusions: 

The 1979 Marshall County Minnesota incident underscores the potential injuries faced by law 
enforcement when confronted by UAP.  
             Case Study 11: Police Response to the 1989 Fyffe, Alabama UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The 1989 Fyffe Alabama UAP incident is significant not just for the volume of UAP sightings 
reported over several days but also for the direct involvement of local law enforcement.  
Event DescripBon: 



In February 1989, residents of Fyffe, Alabama, began reporting numerous sightings of UAPs. 
The accounts typically described large, brightly lit triangular or disc-shaped objects hovering 
silently in the night sky, exhibiting movements inconsistent with conventional aircraft. 
Police Response: 

1. IniBal Reports: The Fyffe Police Department started receiving calls from residents who 
claimed to have observed strange aerial phenomena. The volume and consistency of these 
reports led the police to take the accounts seriously. 

2. Direct Officer Engagement: Several Fyffe police officers, including the then Chief of 
Police Junior Garmany, claimed to have observed the UAPs themselves. Their 
testimonies added significant credibility to the residents' claims. 

Conclusions: 

The 1989 Fyffe UAP incident showcases the difficulties faced by small-town police departments 
when confronting UAP that capture both local and national attention.  

         Case Study 12: Police Response to the 1994 Trumbull County, Ohio UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The 1994 Trumbull County UAP incident is a significant UAP incident due to its prolonged 
nature, multiple corroborating witnesses, and the involvement of law enforcement officers from 
multiple agencies.  
Event DescripBon: 

On December 14, 1994, several residents of Trumbull County, Ohio began reporting sightings of 
a strange, brightly lit object in the sky. The object, often described as triangular or diamond-
shaped, exhibited movements and characteristics unfamiliar to conventional aircraft. 
Police Response: 

1. IniBal Reports: The Trumbull County 911 dispatch center started receiving calls from 
concerned citizens about the unidentified object. Responding to these reports, police 
officers from various departments were dispatched to investigate. 

2. Officer SighBngs: Multiple police officers from different jurisdictions confirmed the 
presence of the UAP. Sgt. Toby Meloro of the Liberty Township Police Department 
observed the object up close, describing it as a large, brightly lit object that hovered 
silently before darting off at high speed. 

3. Technical Anomalies: During the event, the electrical systems in some patrol cars 
malfunctioned, notably Sgt. Meloro's vehicle, which went dead momentarily as he 
approached the UAP. 

4. CommunicaBon with Nearby Airbase: The police reached out to the nearby Youngstown 
Air Reserve Station to check if any aircraft from there were flying in the area. The base 
confirmed no military exercises or operations were ongoing at that time. 



5. DocumentaBon and Follow-Up: The incident was thoroughly documented, with officers' 
reports, dispatch recordings, and witness statements collated. 

Subsequent Developments and RevelaBons: 

1. Media A]enBon: Given the sheer number of witnesses, including law enforcement, the 
event garnered significant media attention locally and nationally. 

2. Seeking ExplanaBons: Theories ranged from experimental military aircraft to 
atmospheric phenomena. However, the abrupt and silent movements of the object, 
combined with its ability to hover, made conventional explanations challenging. 

3. Public Interest: The incident remains a topic of interest primarily because of the 
involvement and testimonies of law enforcement officers, lending significant credibility 
to the sightings. 

Conclusions: 

The 1994 Trumbull County UAP incident is a compelling example of how UAP can impact 
normal law enforcement operations. It showcases the challenges faced by officers when 
encountering UAP—balancing their professional duties with their personal experiences.  

Case Study 13: Police Response to the 1997 Phoenix, Arizona UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

On March 13, 1997, a series of lights were observed over the state of Arizona and Nevada, with 
the most famous sightings occurring in Phoenix. Often referred to as the "Phoenix Lights," these 
mysterious lights captured the attention of both the public and police authorities.  
Event DescripBon: 

On the evening of March 13, a series of lights were reported by thousands of people. These lights 
were observed in two primary events: 

1. The Triangle FormaBon: A V-shaped object, reportedly as large as several football fields, 
was seen traveling from Nevada through Phoenix and then to Tucson. It was described as 
having a series of lights and was observed to pass overhead silently. 

2. The StaBonary Lights: Later in the evening, around 10 pm, a series of stationary lights 
appeared over Phoenix. These lights remained for some time and then disappeared. 

Police Response: 

1. IniBal Reports: As calls began pouring into local police stations and 911 dispatchers, 
officers were dispatched to various locations to verify the reports. Many officers 
confirmed the sightings but were uncertain about their nature. 



2. Public CommunicaBon: The Phoenix Police Department began working with local news 
outlets to understand the scope of the sightings. The department's primary aim was to 
gather information and keep the public informed. 

3. CollaboraBon with the Military: Given the possibility that the lights might be related to 
military activities, the police liaised with nearby military installations, like Luke Air 
Force Base. The base, however, denied any ongoing operations or exercises that could 
explain the lights. 

4. Official Statement: On March 14, the Phoenix Police Department issued an official 
statement noting the reports but did not provide an explanation for the phenomenon. They 
did confirm that no incidents or accidents resulted from the sightings. 

ARermath and Public ReacBon: 

1. SkepBcism: The days following the incident saw a lot of skepticism. Some believed the 
lights were part of a secret military exercise, while others were convinced of an non-
human intelligence origin. 

2. Flares Theory: The Air National Guard later suggested that the stationary lights observed 
at 10 pm were flares dropped by an A-10 Warthog aircraft during a routine exercise. 
However, this explanation didn't explain the earlier V-shaped formation. 

3. Public MeeBngs: As the mystery deepened, public meetings were held where citizens 
shared their experiences. The police participated in some of these forums, emphasizing 
public safety and gathering eyewitness accounts. 

Conclusions: 

The police response to the Phoenix Lights incident of 1997 highlighted the challenge authorities 
face when confronted with UAP. While the Phoenix Police Department aimed to maintain public 
safety and order, they were limited by the lack of a clear understanding of the incident itself.  

Case Study 14: Police Response to the 2000 Southern Illinois UAP Incident 

IntroducBon: 

The 2000 Southern Illinois UAP incident, often referred to as the "St. Clair Triangle" or 
"Southern Illinois UAP," is noteworthy due to involvement of several police officers from 
multiple jurisdictions as well as the chronological manner in which the event unfolded.  
Event DescripBon: 

In the early hours of January 5, 2000, reports emerged of a massive, triangular-shaped UAP 
flying over parts of southern Illinois. The object was said to be very large, silent, and 
characterized by three bright white lights at its corners. It traveled a route that passed through 
various jurisdictions, leading to multiple officers from different departments witnessing it. 
Police Response: 



1. IniBal Reports: The incident began around 4 a.m. when the Central Dispatch in St. Clair 
County received a call from a trucker about a large flying object. The Lebanon Police 
Department, upon hearing this, informed Officer Ed Barton. 

2. Officer SighBngs: Officer Barton became one of the first police witnesses, describing the 
object as having three white lights, and that it emitted no sound. Later, Officers from 
Shiloh, Millstadt, and Dupo also reported sightings, each corroborating the triangular 
shape, the bright white lights, and the silence of the object. 

3. Tracking the Object's Path: Given the chronological and directional reports from 
different jurisdictions, it became clear that the object was moving in a steady 
southeastward path. 

4. No Radar ConfirmaBon: Scott Air Force Base, located nearby, was contacted but reported 
no anomalies on radar and denied that any military flight operations were taking place. 

5. DocumentaBon & Drawings: The police officers who witnessed the UAP made sketches 
of what they observed. The drawings from the different officers were consistent in 
displaying a triangular object with lights at its corners. 

Subsequent Developments and RevelaBons: 

1. Media A]enBon: News of the sightings, particularly given the involvement of law 
enforcement officers, spread rapidly, leading to both local and national media coverage. 

2. SkepBcism and Debunking A]empts: As with most UAP incidents, skeptics proposed 
alternative explanations. Some suggested that the officers might have observed an ultra-
secret military aircraft, while others thought it could be a misidentification of brighter 
stars or planets. 

3. Impact on Witnesses: The officers involved expressed surprise and confusion about the 
incident. Most emphasized their desire to understand what they had seen, asserting that 
they had no prior beliefs or interests in UAPs before the incident. 

Conclusions: 

The 2000 Southern Illinois UAP incident is significant due to its clear chronological progression, 
the involvement of multiple law enforcement officers, and the consistency in their accounts.  

             Case Study 15: Police Response to 2004 Tinley Park, Illinois UFO Incident 

Introduction: 

In October 2004, Tinley Park, Illinois, became the focal point of a highly publicized UFO 
sighting. Multiple residents reported strange lights in the night sky, prompting a response from 
local law enforcement. This case study examines the nature of the police response, the 
investigative measures taken, and the conclusions drawn from the events of that evening. 

Background: 



Tinley Park, a suburb of Chicago, experienced a series of sightings that brought the town to the 
center of national attention in the UFO community. On the night of October 18, 2004, residents 
reported seeing a triangular formation of lights moving silently through the sky. 

Police Response: 

Upon receiving multiple calls from concerned citizens, Tinley Park Police Department officers 
were dispatched to various locations to observe the phenomena. 

Investigation: 

The police department conducted an initial investigation, including collecting eyewitness 
accounts, reviewing any available footage, and coordinating with nearby airports and the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) to check for flight patterns that might explain the sightings. 

Findings: 

Despite thorough investigations, no definitive explanation was provided by the police. The FAA 
did not report any unusual aircraft activity that could account for the sightings. 

Analysis: 

This incident presented a challenge to the Tinley Park Police Department in terms of public 
relations and managing community concerns. The lack of a conclusive explanation led to 
significant media coverage and public speculation. 

Conclusion: 

The Tinley Park UFO incident remains one of the most intriguing cases in Illinois' history of 
UFO sightings. The police response was marked by an attempt to provide a rational explanation 
while managing public concern, highlighting the complexities faced by law enforcement in 
dealing with UAP phenomena. 

             Case Study 16: Police Response to the 2008 Bucks County, Pennsylvania, UFO  
             Incident 

Introduction: Bucks County became a focal point for the media in the summer of 2008 due to 
several reports of unidentified flying objects. These occurrences prompted varied reactions 
among residents and required a measured response from law enforcement. 

Incident Overview: Initial reports began surfacing in January 2008, with a noteworthy sighting 
involving an "octopus-like" object. The sightings gained momentum with multiple reports near 
the Oxford Valley Mall in July. 

Police Response: 

1. Initial Reports and Reaction: 



            The initial police reaction to the January report was skeptical, with the responding officer   
            attributing the sighting to a celestial body. 

2. July Sightings and Action: 

            As the number of sightings increased, particularly those near the Oxford Valley Mall, the  
            police had to balance addressing these reports against the potential for public hysteria. 

Investigation and Findings: 

The police conducted routine investigations into the reports. No official explanation for the 
sightings was provided, leaving room for speculation and ongoing public interest. 

Conclusion:  

The Bucks County Police response to the UFO sightings of 2008 was a balancing act of diligence 
and discretion. The incident serves as a case study for law enforcement agencies in managing 
UAP incidents and their impact on community relations. 

             Case Study 17: Police Response to the 2008 Stephenville, Texas UFO Incident 

Introduction: Stephenville, Texas, unexpectedly became the focal point of UFO discussions 
when multiple credible witnesses reported a large, silent, and brightly lit object traversing the sky 
at sunset on January 8, 2008. This incident prompted a flurry of investigative activity, drawing 
attention from media and investigators. 

Incident Overview: Over thirty residents, including a pilot and a local newspaper reporter, 
described seeing a mile-wide object with intense bright lights. The visibility of the object and the 
credibility of the witnesses contributed to the heightened interest in the case. 

Public and Media Reaction: 

1. Media Involvement: 
 
            Local newspaper coverage amplified the incident, with reports reaching international  
            audiences. 

2. Witness Accounts: 

            Witnesses provided detailed descriptions and sketches of the object, which varied from  
            arch-shaped to fiery transformations. A local newspaper reporter and other residents  
            expressed skepticism regarding conventional explanations for the sighting. 

Law Enforcement Response: 

1. Constable's Account: 



            Constable Leroy Gateman was among the witnesses, providing a credible law 
enforcement  
            perspective on the incident. 

2. Military Denial: 

            A spokesperson for the 301st Fighter Wing denied any military activity that could account  
            for the sighting. The explanation of an optical illusion from commercial aircraft was  
            offered but met with skepticism from witnesses. 

Conclusion: The Stephenville UFO incident illustrates the complexities that arise when credible 
witnesses, including law enforcement officers, report unexplained aerial phenomena. The 
military's denial of involvement and the unsatisfactory conventional explanations contributed to 
speculation and debate regarding the nature of the sighting. 

             Case Study 18: Police Response to the 2023 Las Vegas, Nevada UAP Incident 

Introduction: On the night of April 30, 2023, reports of a strange object falling from the sky 
prompted an immediate response from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD). 
This incident involved a local family who claimed to observe non-human entities in their 
backyard, an assertion that was supported by other independent sightings. 

Incident Overview: At approximately 11:50 p.m., a bright flash was captured by an LVMPD 
officer's body camera, coinciding with reports from the American Meteor Society of similar 
sightings across eastern California, Nevada, and Utah. Following this, a 911 call led to a dispatch 
of officers to the reporting family's residence. 

The 911 Call: The caller described encountering large, non-human beings, estimating their 
height at 8 to 10 feet with distinctive large eyes. This prompted a dispatcher to send officers to 
the location. 

Law Enforcement Response: 

1. Initial Dispatch: 

            Two officers were sent to investigate the claims of the unidentified beings following the       
            911 call. 

2. On-Site Investigation: 

            Upon arrival, officers conducted interviews with the witnesses and examined the site for  
            physical evidence. Body camera footage was obtained but redacted due to privacy  
            concerns, capturing officers' and witnesses' reactions. 



3. Follow-Up: 

            The call log revealed other family members confirmed the sighting. Additional  
            investigative visits were made to the family's home over the following days. 

Community Reaction: While some witnesses claimed to see mysterious lights and objects, 
others reported unusual vehicular activity in the vicinity, further complicating the investigation. 

Investigative Challenges: The redaction of crucial body camera footage and the lack of concrete 
evidence presented difficulties in arriving at a definitive conclusion. 

Conclusion: The LVMPD treated the reports with a degree of seriousness as indicated by the 
investigative efforts and follow-up visits. However, this incident shows the inherent challenges 
law enforcement faces when addressing UFO sightings and potential Non-Human Intelligence 
encounters.


